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 Background: Aphasia is a debilitating consequence of stroke. This study aimed to investigate the role of functional magnet-
ic resonance imaging (fMRI) activation changes during overt language tasks in promoting language improve-
ments following constraint-induced aphasia therapy (CIAT) primed with intermittent theta burst stimulation 
(iTBS) in 13 patients with aphasia following ischemic stroke.

 Material/Methods: Participants with post-stroke aphasia participated in CIAT primed with iTBS on 10 consecutive weekdays. They 
also underwent language testing and fMRI while performing overt language tasks at baseline (N=13), imme-
diately post-treatment (N=13), and after 3 months (N=12). Outcome measures were compared between time 
points, and relationships between changes in language ability and fMRI activation were examined.

 Results: We observed improvements in naming (p<0.001), aphasia symptoms (p=0.038), apraxia of speech symptoms 
(p=0.040), perception of everyday communicative ability (p=0.001), and the number of spoken words produced 
during fMRI (p=0.028). Pre- to post-treatment change in naming was negatively correlated with change in right 
postcentral gyrus activation related to noun-verb associations (rho=-0.554, p=0.0497). Change in aphasia symp-
toms from immediately after to 3 months post-treatment was negatively correlated with change in bilateral 
supplementary motor area activation related to verbal encoding (rho=-0.790, p=0.0022).

 Conclusions: Aphasia improvements coupled with fMRI activation changes over time provide support for treatment-induced 
neuroplasticity with CIAT primed with iTBS. However, a larger randomized sham-controlled study is warrant-
ed to confirm our findings and further our understanding of how iTBS can potentiate beneficial effects of lan-
guage therapy in post-stroke aphasia.
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Background

Aphasia, one of the most debilitating consequences of stroke 
in the left middle cerebral artery territory, has significant neg-
ative effects on a person’s health outcomes and quality of 
life [1]. Post-stroke aphasia in the acute setting is associat-
ed with increased hospital length of stay, prolonged rehabil-
itation, and increased inpatient complications [2]. Long-term 
negative outcomes from chronic post-stroke aphasia include 
performing worse in activities of daily living, decreased inde-
pendence, and increased mortality [2]. Thus, there is increased 
focus on treating post-stroke aphasia and developing ways to 
improve post-stroke language recovery.

Studies have indicated that non-invasive brain stimulation such 
as repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) may 
promote more effective language recovery after stroke [3-6]. 
One prevailing concept is that diminished transcallosal inhibi-
tion of the non-dominant right hemisphere following left mid-
dle cerebral artery stroke negatively affects the potential of 
left-hemispheric dominant language centers to recover func-
tion [7,8]. Restoring inhibition of the non-dominant right hemi-
sphere using low-frequency rTMS (1-4 Hz) applied to the un-
affected hemisphere may be effective in improving language 
functions [7,8]. However, this concept has been questioned 
recently [9]. While the majority of studies administer inhibi-
tory low-frequency rTMS to the unaffected right hemisphere 
for the treatment of post-stroke aphasia [8], administration 
of excitatory rTMS (>5 Hz) to the left-hemispheric language 
areas has been shown to improve language performance in 
those with primary progressive aphasia [10] and in healthy in-
dividuals [11]. Additionally, intermittent theta burst stimula-
tion (iTBS) is an excitatory rTMS paradigm [12] that has also 
been shown to promote improvements in language function 
in post-stroke aphasia when applied to the language-respon-
sive peristroke cortex [3, 4].

Regular participation in language therapy is the current stan-
dard of care for the treatment of post-stroke aphasia [13]. In 
a review of 57 randomized controlled trials, speech and lan-
guage therapy resulted in significant communication improve-
ments in people with post-stroke aphasia [14]. Specifically, con-
straint-induced aphasia therapy (CIAT) is a group treatment 
approach in which individuals are constrained to practicing the 
speech behaviors that they have the most difficulty with, and 
has shown effectiveness in improving language functions in 
chronic post-stroke aphasia [3,15-17]. However, progress re-
sulting from language therapy can be slow, particularly in the 
chronic stage of stroke [18]. The addition of non-invasive brain 
stimulation to the treatment arsenal for post-stroke aphasia 
may help boost treatment effects of language therapy by tak-
ing advantage of the neuromodulatory effects of rTMS. Studies 
combining language therapy with rTMS have shown positive 

results in improving language function in post-stroke apha-
sia [3,6,19-22]. As stated above, the majority of these studies 
administered inhibitory low-frequency rTMS to the unaffect-
ed right hemisphere and found language improvements, par-
ticularly with naming [23-26]. One double-blind randomized 
controlled trial showed significant language improvement with 
dual stimulation of 20 Hz excitatory rTMS applied to the le-
sioned left hemisphere Broca’s area along with 1 Hz inhibitory 
rTMS to the unaffected right hemisphere homologue [27]. The 
iTBS protocol is a unique rTMS paradigm in that it is similar to 
the pattern of hippocampal neuronal firing and may facilitate 
long-term potentiation [28]. Huang et al (2005) showed that 
an iTBS protocol consisting of 600 pulses over 190 seconds 
(2 second train of TBS repeated every 10 seconds) facilitated 
motor evoked potentials for at least 60 minutes post-stimula-
tion [12]. Furthermore, iTBS has been shown to improve lan-
guage function in patients with chronic post-stroke aphasia 
when used alone [4] or prior to CIAT group sessions [3]. Thus, 
iTBS could serve as a primer in order to enhance the effects 
of language therapy.

The current study reports on the results of 2 additional overt 
language functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) tasks, 
additional language assessments performed by the participants 
as part of the same experiment but not previously described 
in Szaflarski et al (2018), and adds one more participant who 
was not reported previously [3]. We examined baseline to im-
mediate post-treatment changes (T1 vs T2) in fMRI activation 
during the overt language tasks, sustainability of the fMRI re-
sponse (i.e., residual effects of treatment) after 3 months (T2 
vs T3) and if there was a continued improvement observed 
compared to baseline after 3 months (T1 vs T3), as well as 
examining brain-behavior relationships. Therefore, this study 
aimed to investigate the role of fMRI activation changes dur-
ing the overt language tasks in promoting language improve-
ments following CIAT primed with iTBS in 13 patients with 
aphasia following ischemic stroke.

Material and Methods

All study procedures were conducted according to Declaration of 
Helsinki ethics principles and were approved by the Institutional 
Review Board at University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB).

Participants

The study participants are the same as those previously de-
scribed in Szaflarski et al (2018) [3] except for adding one par-
ticipant who was not reported on previously. Adults who were 
³18 years old who had suffered a single ischemic left middle 
cerebral artery stroke ³1 year prior to enrollment were re-
cruited. Other inclusion criteria were aphasia as determined 
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via screening with the Token Test and scoring lower than the 
90th percentile [29] and fluency in the English language pri-
or to stroke. Exclusion criteria included age <18 years at the 
time of stroke and at time of study participation, receiving 
language therapy within 3 months prior to study enrollment, 
underlying degenerative metabolic disorder, self-reported se-
vere depression or other psychiatric disorders, pregnancy or 
a positive urine pregnancy test in women of childbearing age, 
and any contraindications to 3T MRI (e.g. metal implants) or 
to TMS (e.g. has epilepsy or previously experienced seizures 
except for a single seizure within 24 hours of the stroke; none 
of the participants used chronic anti-seizure medications). 
The CONSORT flow diagram in Figure 1A provides an over-
view of the study recruitment of subjects. As previously de-
scribed, 32 participants were offered study participation, and 
7 declined [3]. Of the 25 who accepted participation and were 
consented 5 were excluded due to illness (n=1), and for not 
undergoing MRI (n=4). Seven of the 20 participants who com-
pleted baseline (T1) procedures received only visit 1 MRI and 
were not included in data analyses. Of the 13 remaining par-
ticipants, one did not attend the 3-month follow-up visit (T3), 
and 12 attended all 3 MRI visits (T1, T2, and T3). Aphasia types 
as determined by a speech-language pathologist (JV) following 
interview and interactions are as follows: 1 with global apha-
sia, 1 with conduction aphasia, 1 with Wernicke’s aphasia, 2 

Subjects with left middle
cerebral artery stroke
o
ered participation (n=32)

Declined to
participate (n=7)

Patients accepted
participation and
consented (n=25)

Excluded from analysis (n=12)
– Illness (n=1)
– No MRI (n=4)
– T1 MRI only (n=7)

Included in analysis (n=13)
– T1,  T2 and T3 MRI (n=12)
– T1 and T2 MRI only (n=1)

Language
testing,

MRI
Observation

Language
testing,

MRI

Language
testing,

MRI

Time
(weeks)

–1 0 2 3 15 16
T1 T2 T3

Daily 600 iTBS pulses (200 sec)
followed by immediate CIAT,

5 days/week for 2 weeks

A

B

Figure 1.  Overview of study recruitment and procedures. (A) CONSORT flow diagram outlining recruitment of subjects who suffered a 
left middle cerebral artery stroke and participated in the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study before and after treatment 
with constraint-induced aphasia therapy (CIAT) primed with intermittent theta burst stimulation (iTBS; modified after 
Szaflarski et al (2018) [3]). (B) Schematic of the open label study procedures. Participants performed language testing and 
MRI at baseline within 1 week of treatment initiation (T1), within 1 week of treatment completion (T2), and again after 12 
weeks following treatment completion (T3).

Variable T1 (n=13)

Age, years  51.09 (13.13)

Sex, Female (%)  4 (30.77)

Handedness*, L/A/R (%)  1/1/11 (8/8/84)

Time since stroke, years  3.31 (2.88)

Age at stroke, years  47.79 (12.16)

Dysarthria, N (%)  0 (0)

Aphasia type, N (%)

 Global aphasia  1 (7.7)

 Conduction aphasia  1 (7.7)

 Wernicke’s aphasia  1 (7.7)

 Broca’s aphasia  2 (15.4)

 Anomic aphasia  8 (61.5)

Table 1.  Baseline (T1) demographic and clinical variables for 
study participants.

Data reported as mean (SD) except for sex, handedness, and 
aphasia types, which are reported as frequency (percentage). 
* Handedness – reported as pre-stroke handedness. L – left-
handed; A – ambidextrous; R – right-handed.
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with Broca’s aphasia, and 8 with anomic aphasia. None of the 
participants presented with dysarthria. Baseline demographic 
and clinical characteristics are provided in Table 1.

Study Design

We conducted an open-label study of CIAT primed with iTBS 
for the treatment of chronic post-stroke aphasia as previously 
described [3]. All participants provided written informed con-
sent prior to performing baseline (T1) study assessments and 
MRI scan procedures within one week to the start of treat-
ment. Motor threshold determination was performed in order 
to set treatment stimulation to 80% of active motor thresh-
old. Within one week, participants underwent treatment ses-
sions for 10 consecutive weekdays in which left hemisphere 
iTBS was applied less than 1 hour prior to participating in a 
group CIAT session. Daily order in which participants received 
iTBS was rotated over the 10-day treatment period to minimize 
the influence of order effects on the impact of iTBS. Within 1 
week of completing the 10-day treatment, participants per-
formed study assessments and MRI scan procedures (T2), and 
then again 3 months after completing the 10-day treatment 
(T3; Figure 1B).

Assessments

Aphasia testing was administered at each time point, and in-
cluded the Western Aphasia Battery-Revised (WAB-R) [30] to as-
sess specific aphasia domains, determine the Aphasia Quotient 
(AQ) and Apraxia Total scores (lower scores indicate greater 
deficits for aphasia and apraxia of speech, respectively), and 
assess the presence of dysarthria, and the Boston Naming Test 
(BNT) to assess naming performance via spontaneously correct 
responses [31]. Other neuropsychological assessments includ-
ed the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) to examine re-
ceptive vocabulary [32], the Semantic Fluency Test (SFT [33,34]) 
and the Controlled Oral Word Association Test (COWAT [33]) 
to assess verbal fluency (i.e. performance based on the num-
ber of words generated in one minute for a given category on 
the SFT or for a given letter on the COWAT), and the Complex 
Ideation subset of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination 
to assess oral comprehension and information recall [35]. The 
mini-Communicative Activity Log (mini-CAL) assessed the sub-
ject’s judgment of their everyday communicative ability [15]. 
Results of the WAB-R AQ, BNT, COWAT, and SFT performance 
have been previously described for the 12 participants who 
completed all 3 MRI visits [3].

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation

Resting and active motor threshold determination was 
performed prior to iTBS treatment as previously de-
scribed [3]. Briefly, participants were comfortably seated in a 

semi-recumbent position, provided earplugs for hearing pro-
tection, and surface electromyography leads were placed over 
the left hand’s first dorsal interosseous muscle. Participants 
were instructed to keep their eyes open during determination 
of motor thresholds. The Brainsight neuronavigation system 
(Rogue Research Inc., Montreal Canada) was used to identi-
fy the motor cortex location using the participant’s structural 
MRI. The Magstim Rapid2® figure of 8 stimulation coil (Magstim 
Co., Wales, UK) was used to apply a single-pulse TMS to the 
right hemisphere motor cortex. Resting motor threshold and 
active motor threshold were both defined by the minimum 
stimulation intensity that elicited at least 50 uV (resting) and 
200 uV (active) amplitude for the motor evoked potential in 
at least 5 of 10 consecutive trials. At each treatment session, 
the residual left hemisphere cortex most responsive to a se-
mantic decision/tone decision fMRI task (described in detail 
in [3]) was targeted using the Brainsight neuronavigation sys-
tem. The left hemisphere region of interest targeted for iTBS 
treatment was located in or around the inferior frontal gyrus. 
If such left frontal language activation was not present in an 
individual (eg, when there was no residual cortex in the area 
due to the extent of the stroke lesion), a region in the closest 
proximity to the inferior frontal gyrus where the peak activa-
tion was noted in response to the language fMRI paradigm was 
selected. The final decision regarding the stimulation site was 
based on review of the fMRI activation maps by a neuroimag-
ing and stroke expert (JPS) who was not involved in stimula-
tion delivery. The Magstim Rapid2® figure of 8 coil was used 
to apply 600 iTBS pulses over 200 seconds (2 second train of 
TBS repeated every 10 seconds) with the intensity set to 80% 
of active motor threshold [3,4,12]. As previously reported, this 
approach is safe in patients pre-existing brain injury such as 
stroke [3,4] and the parameters used in the iTBS treatment 
protocol adhere to the recommended safety guidelines [36,37].

Constraint-Induced Aphasia Therapy

Within 1 hour of the iTBS session, participants received approx-
imately 45-60 minutes of a group session of CIAT, which is an 
abbreviated version of the 3-hour CIAT protocol by Szaflarski 
et al (2008) [15] that was developed based on Pulvermuller et 
al (2001) [16]. This is the same CIAT protocol utilized and de-
scribed in a previous study [3]. The CIAT group session facili-
tated by trained therapists typically included 3-4 participants 
with post-stroke aphasia. Two days prior to and during the first 
2 days of each CIAT session the same linguistics and aphasia 
expert (JV) provided therapists with CIAT training and super-
vision to ensure treatment fidelity. During the training and in 
the first day of the program the therapists had no informa-
tion about the participants or their abilities (all assessments 
were performed by study coordinator who was not part of the 
treatment team). The pairing of therapist to participants ro-
tated daily. Complete details of the CIAT sessions are provided 
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elsewhere [3]. Briefly, during treatment sessions, therapists pro-
vided cues to the participants to facilitate verbal communica-
tion. At the beginning of each session, participants received 
cards depicting everyday objects or scenes that were used to 
play a game similar to “go fish.” The design of the game was 
such that the participants asked questions of each other and 
had to also answer each other’s questions. This game design 
also required other skills including visual card matching, at-
tention, and working memory.

Overt Language Tasks

Subjects performed 2 overt language tasks during fMRI, each 
programmed in DirectRT software (www.empirisoft.com). Both 
tasks employed a method of sparse-sampling acquisition dur-
ing event-related fMRI [38]. For each task (Figure 2), the first 6 
seconds of each stimulus event occurred during MRI silence to 
allow the participant to provide an overt response that was re-
corded and later transcribed; this was followed by 6 seconds in 
which 3 fMRI volumes were acquired at the peak of the blood 
oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) canonical hemodynamic 
response function to the prior event trial [39].

For the event-related verb generation task (VGT; Figure 2A), 
participants were aurally presented with a noun while present-
ed with visual instructions for covert verb generation (“think 
verbs”), overt verb generation (“say verbs”), or overt noun 
repetition (“repeat nouns”); participants were presented with 

15 trials for each condition that would alternate during the 
task [39]. They were instructed to say out loud (provide overt 
responses) as many verbs as they can related to the noun that 
they hear during “say verbs”. They were also instructed to gen-
erate related verbs during “think verbs” but to do so silently 
(ie, provide covert responses). During the “repeat noun” con-
dition, participants were instructed to say the noun that they 
hear out loud. Overt responses given during MRI silence (overt 
verb generation and noun repetition) were recorded during the 
MRI session and later transcribed and scored for correct re-
sponses for each condition.

For the verbal paired associates task (VPAT; Figure 2B), par-
ticipants were visually presented with a pair of related words 
(rhyming, opposites, synonyms, or semantically related) and 
were instructed to either read or generate the second word 
in the pair out loud [40-42]. Subjects were presented with 
30 trials for each condition. During the “read” condition, the 
second word in the pair was provided. During the “generate” 
condition, only the first letter of the second word was pro-
vided followed by asterisks for each remaining letter of the 
word, and subjects had to generate the second word and say 
it out loud. Overt responses given during MRI silence were 
transcribed and scored for correct responses for each pair of 
words. Recognition memory for the second word in each pair 
was performed during a post-scan assessment presenting the 
target word along with 2 foils.

Verb generation task

MRI
Silence

MRI
Silence

MRI
Silence

SCAN SCAN SCAN
36302418126

Noun

“think
verbs“

“say
verbs“

“repeat
noun“

Noun Noun

0Time
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im

ulu
s

ev
en

t

Verbal paired associates task

MRI
Silence
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Silence
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Silence

SCAN SCAN SCAN
36302418126

sun-moon dry-w** bee-tree

0Time
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s
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A

B

Figure 2.  Schematic of the overt language tasks. During functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) stimulus events were 
presented for 6 seconds during MRI silence, followed by 6 seconds of fMRI acquisition. Overt responses during MRI silence 
were recorded. (A) The event-related verb generation task involved auditory presentation of a noun, and subjects were 
instructed to either think of verbs related to the noun (covert generation), say the verbs related to the noun out loud (overt 
generation), or repeat the noun out loud (overt repetition). (B) The event-related verbal paired associates task involved visual 
presentation of a pair of related words, and participants were instructed to say the second word in the pair out loud. During 
the “read” condition, the second word in the pair was provided. During the “generate” condition, only the first letter of the 
second word was provided followed by asterisks for each remaining letter of the word, and subjects had to generate the 
second word and say it out loud.
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MRI Data Acquisition

Participants underwent fMRI at all 3 time points. For the 13 par-
ticipants included in analysis, neuroimaging was performed us-
ing a 3.0 T head-only Siemens Magnetom Allegra scanner at UAB. 
Participants were fitted with an MRI-compatible headset to com-
municate with research staff, were provided with a response de-
vice in their left hand, and were equipped with a mirror/screen 
system for viewing visual stimuli as part of a functional MRI study. 
Once participants were positioned in the MRI scanner, a localizer 
scan was performed, followed by a high-resolution T1-weighted 
3D anatomical scan using a magnetization-prepared rapid acqui-
sition with gradient echo sequence (TR 2300 ms, TE 2.17 ms, flip 
angle 9°, FOV 25.6×25.6×19.2 cm, matrix 256×256, 1 mm slice 
thickness). Two T2*-weighted gradient echo EPI scans were ac-
quired (TR 2.0s, TE 38.0ms, flip angle 90o, FOV 24.0×24.0×12.9 
cm, matrix 64×64, 30 4-mm axial slices with 7% distance factor 
for a full-brain coverage) while participants performed overt fMRI 
language tasks using sparse-sampling acquisition [38]. For the 
VGT, we acquired 137 whole-brain fMRI scans (the first 2 scans 
for the “Ready” screen were not included in analysis). For the 
VPAT, we acquired 180 whole-brain fMRI scans.

Functional MRI Data Processing

FMRI data were analyzed and visualized using AFNI soft-
ware [43]. Anatomical and fMRI scans were aligned, and a co-
registration algorithm applied to correct for head motion [44]. 
Lesion probability maps created for each subject using the le-
sion_gnb toolbox for SPM12 [45] were used to infill lesions 
in the anatomical scan prior to removal of non-brain voxels 
and normalization into Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) 
space. The composite lesion map is illustrated in Figure 3A. 
The same transformation matrix was applied to normalize 
fMRI scans and the lesion masks to MNI space, followed by 
the spatial smoothing of fMRI scans to an effective smooth-
ness of 6 mm Gaussian full width half-maximum (FWHM). 
Single-subject statistical modeling of event types for each 
task was then performed, while accounting for motion cor-
rection parameters and signal drift. For the VGT, each condi-
tion (think verbs; say verbs; repeat nouns) was modeled sep-
arately. General linear modeling of the VGT contrasting “say 
verbs” vs “think verbs” conditions was performed to isolate 
activation related to speech production and/or auditory pro-
cessing (since both conditions involve processing noun-verb 
associations). General linear modeling of the VGT contrasting 
“say verbs” vs “repeat nouns” conditions was performed to 
isolate activation related to processing of semantic associa-
tions (since both conditions involve speech production and/
or auditory processing). For the VPAT, generate and read con-
ditions were modeled separately in addition to general linear 
modeling of activation related to verbal encoding of words 
(contrasting generate vs read conditions).

Changes in the fMRI contrasts described above for the VGT and 
changes in verbal encoding of words for the VPAT were assessed 
using whole-brain paired samples t-tests to compare T1 and 
T2 (n=13) and examine immediate post-treatment changes in-
duced by CIAT primed with iTBS, which was the primary aim of 
the study. Paired samples t-tests were also performed for each 
task to compare T2 and T3 (n=12), to examine residual effects 
of treatment after 3 months, and to compare T1 and T3 (n=12), 
and to examine the sustainability of the response (i.e., retention 
of effects of treatment) after 3 months. Parameters for statis-
tical thresholding of significant activation clusters were deter-
mined using the spatial autocorrelation function (ACF) in the 
3dFWHx program in AFNI to estimate smoothness of the noise. 
The smoothness estimate was then used to fit a mixed mod-
el and subsequently estimate the probability of false-positive 
clusters and determine the cluster threshold for different vox-
elwise thresholds using the 3dClustSim program in AFNI [46]. 
Cluster thresholds for voxelwise p=0.05 were calculated using 
10,000 Monte Carlo simulations to achieve activation clusters 
significant at corrected p<0.05. The results of these simulations 
yielded a critical cluster extent volume threshold of 2079 mm3 
for changes in the VGT contrasts and a threshold of 1836 mm3 
for changes in the VPAT contrast.

Behavioral Data Analyses

For each behavioral measure, the Shapiro-Wilk test for normal-
ity was performed for the changes between time points. For 
measures in which we failed to reject the null hypothesis that 
the sample data conform to a normal distribution (p³0.05), 
paired Student’s t-tests were performed for the participants 
who completed T1 and T2 (n=13) to assess pre- to post-treat-
ment changes. For each measure in which we rejected the null 
hypothesis of normality (p<0.05), the Sign test was performed. 
Examination of immediate post-treatment changes induced by 
CIAT primed with iTBS (T1 vs T2) was the primary aim of the 
study. Paired Student’s t-tests or Sign tests, when appropri-
ate, were also performed for participants who completed T2 
and T3 (n=12) to assess residual effects of treatment after 3 
months. Finally, paired Student’s t-tests or Sign tests, when ap-
propriate, were performed for the participants who completed 
T1 and T3 (n=12) to assess if there was a return to baseline, 
or if there was partial retention of effects of treatment after 3 
months. Statistical analyses were performed using Statistical 
Analysis Software (SAS) version 9.4 (Cary, NC), with p<0.05 
considered significant. Effect size (Cohen’s d) was calculated 
for each measure that showed significant change with time.

Correlations Between Changes in fMRI Activation and 
Language Performance

Exploratory correlation analyses were performed to investigate 
brain-behavior relationships for each significant change in fMRI 
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activation that showed a corresponding change in task perfor-
mance (ie, T1 vs T2). We also extended the correlation analy-
ses to include behavioral assessments showing corresponding 
significant changes for these time points (ie, T1 vs T2 and T2 
vs T3). For these time points, the average signal for each clus-
ter was extracted and the change in signal was correlated with 
change in behavioral task performance. Given our small sample, 
we performed Spearman correlation analyses, which are more 
robust against the effects of outliers. Analyses were performed 
using Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) version 9.4 (Cary, NC), 
with p<0.05 considered significant. We report correlations great-
er than |0.50| (medium to large effect sizes). Bonferroni correc-
tion for multiple comparisons was applied when appropriate.

Results

Behavioral Performance

Performance variables for the study participants over time are 
summarized in Table 2. Due to a technical issue, we were un-
able to collect VGT in-scanner voice recordings for 2 subjects 
at T1 and 3 subjects at T2 and no VPAT in-scanner voice re-
cordings for 3 subjects at T1, 5 subjects at T2, and 1 subject 
at T3. Two participants at T2 did not complete the post-scan 
recognition memory test. Table 2 summarizes assessment and 
fMRI task performance and indicates the number of subjects 
with missing data for different paired analyses. Results of the 

Variable T1 (n=13) T2 (n=13) T3 (n=12)

Token Test  23.69 (12.74)  23.85 (12.72)  26.5 (12.64)

BNT  34.31 (15.32)***,^  40.38 (15.76)***,#  39.08 (14.47)#,^

SFT  17.46 (10.75)  18.08 (9.00)  19.58 (8.69)

COWAT  6.62 (5.19)  6.77 (4.80)  7.83 (4.93)

Complex Ideation  6.31 (3.5)+  6.62 (3.82)  7.17 (2.79)+

PPVT  182.69 (26.68)  180.00 (29.69)  189.92 (15.08)

WAB-R Aphasia Quotient  69.45 (25.72)  69.62 (24.35)*  75.24 (22.12)*

WAB-R Apraxia Total  52.38 (10.40)+,*  55.15 (7.14)*  56.33 (5.31)+

Mini-CALa  49.46 (11.01)+,**  48.83 (14.31)  54.67 (8.50)+,**

fMRI Verb Generation Task (15 trials each)b,c,d

 Correct trials for “say verbs”  1.73 (3.07)B  1.50 (2.76)C,+  1.27 (2.57)A,+

 Non-verb words for “say verbs”  13.09 (14.50)B,+,*  13.5 (4.93)C,*  13.27 (10.17)A,+

 Correct trials for “repeat nouns”  7.91 (5.47)B  10.30 (5.01)C,+  9.00 (5.74)A,+

fMRI Verbal Paired Associates Task (30 trials each)b,d,e

 Correct trials for “read”  18.90 (10.90)C  21.75 (7.09)D  22.33 (9.54)

 Correct trials for “generate”  8.30 (7.83)C  11.25 (7.36)D,#  9.75 (6.97)#

Post-scan Recognition Memory (30 trials each)f

 Correct memory for “read”  18.38 (5.27)  17.18 (7.833)B,+  17.50 (6.88)+

 Correct memory for “generate”  13.85 (5.90)+,++  16.00 (5.93)B,+  15.92 (5.48)++

Table 2. Performance variables for the study participants over time.

Scores reported as mean (SD) for each variable. BNT – Boston Naming Test; SFT – Semantic Fluency Test; COWAT – Controlled 
Oral Word Association Test; PPVT – Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; WAB-R – Western Aphasia Battery-Revised; Mini-CAL – Mini-
Communicative Activity Log; fMRI – functional magnetic resonance imaging. A Missing data for 1 subjects; B Missing data for 2 
subjects; C Missing data for 3 subjects; D Missing data for 5 subjects; a Missing data of 1 subject for paired analysis (T1 vs T2; T2 vs 
T3); b Missing data of 5 subjects for paired analysis of verb generation task (T1 vs T2) and verbal paired associates task (T2 vs T3); c 
Missing data of 4 subjects for paired analysis (T2 vs T3); d Missing data of 3 subjects for paired analysis (T1 vs T3); e Missing data of 7 
subjects for paired analysis (T1 vs T2); f Missing data of 2 subjects for paired analysis (T1 vs T2; T2 vs T3). +, ++ Non-normal distribution 
determined using Shapiro-Wilk test for normality (p<0.05), and paired analysis performed using the Sign test. * p<0.05, ** p<0.005, 
*** p<0.001, #, ^ 0.05£p<0.10.
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Verb generation task: Speech production/auditiory processing

T1

T2

T3

Verb generation task: Processing noun-verb associations
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T3

Verbal paired associates task: Verbal encoding
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T3
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Figure 3.  Composite lesion map and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activation for the 13 participants. The composite 
lesion map and fMRI task activation maps at baseline (T1), immediately after treatment (T2) and at 3-month follow-up (T3; 
n=12) are overlaid onto a standard anatomical brain image in Montreal Neurologic Institute space. For all axial slices, left 
in the image is left in the brain. (A) The composite lesion map color scale ranges from the minimum (n=1 in blue) to the 
maximum (n=10 in red) number of participants that show overlap of lesions. (B) Statistical maps illustrating whole-brain 
fMRI activation patterns during speech production/auditory processing (“say verbs” vs “think verbs”) on the verb generation 
task are diminished at all 3 time points. Activation clusters are significant at corrected p<0.05 (voxelwise p=0.05, cluster 
threshold of 2079 mm3). (C) Activation related to processing noun-verb semantic associations on the verb generation task 
(“say verbs” vs “repeat nouns”) are present in frontal, temporal and parietal regions at T1 with minimal activation at T2 and 
T3. Activation clusters are significant at corrected p<0.05 (voxelwise p=0.05, cluster threshold of 2079 mm3). (D) Statistical 
maps illustrating whole-brain fMRI activation patterns during verbal encoding (“generate” vs “read”) on the verbal paired 
associates task are similar at T1 and T2, and differing at T3. Activations are significant at p<0.05, corrected (voxelwise 
p=0.05, cluster threshold of 1836 mm3).
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WAB-R AQ, BNT, COWAT, and SFT performance have been pre-
viously described for the 12 participants who completed all 3 
MRI visits [3]. Consistent with the previous report, there were 
significant treatment-related gains in BNT (p<0.001 for T1 vs 
T2; n=13; d=1.76), along with the delayed gains in the WAB-R 
AQ that were previously reported (p=0.038 for T2 vs T3; n=12; 
d=0.96) [3]. There was a significant improvement of the WAB-R 
Apraxia Total score from baseline to immediately post-treat-
ment (p=0.040 for T1 vs T2; n=13; d=0.90). There was also a 
delayed gain for the mini-CAL (p=0.001 for T1 vs T3; n=12; 
d=1.52). There were no other significant changes in aphasia 
testing performance.

There were minimal changes in fMRI task performance. For the 
VGT, there was a significant increase in the number of words 
produced for the “say verbs” condition that were not verbs 
(ie, non-verb words) from baseline to immediately post-treat-
ment (p=0.028 for T1 vs T2; n=8; d=1.37). For the VPAT, there 
was a trend toward a decrease in the number of correct tri-
als for the “generate” condition from immediately post-treat-
ment to after 3 months (p=0.062 for T2 vs T3; n=7; d=1.22). 
No other significant changes were observed in performance 
for either task.

Functional MRI Activation

Group analyses for the VGT at each time point are depicted in 
Figure 3B for activation related to speech production/audito-
ry processing (“say verbs” vs “think verbs”) and in Figure 3C 
for activation related to noun-verb semantic processing (“say 
verbs” vs “repeat nouns”). There was minimal activation re-
lated to speech production/auditory processing at all 3 time 
points, with posterior visual cortex activation at T1 and then 
less engagement of this region at T2, and decreased right cer-
ebellum activation at T3. In contrast, we observed widespread 
fronto-temporo-parietal activation related to noun-verb se-
mantic processing at T1. There was less engagement of brain 
regions at T2 and T3 during noun-verb semantic processing, 
with decreased at T2 with decreased visual cortex activation 
and at T3 with decreased insula activation.

Group analysis for the VPAT at each time point is depicted in 
Figure 3D for activation related to verbal encoding of words 
(“generate” vs “read”). Activation patterns are similar for T1 
and T2, with respect to increased posterior midline and pa-
rietal involvement in verbal encoding, as well as for T2 also 
showing frontal and left temporal activation. T3 depicts a dif-
ferent pattern with both increased and decreased midline fron-
tal activation and decreased right temporal and parietal acti-
vation during verbal encoding.

We observed significant differences in activation between time 
points for each fMRI task. There were minimal differences in 

VGT activation for speech production/auditory processing be-
tween time points, with differences for the right angular gyrus 
and midbrain at T2 relative to T1 and differences in cerebel-
lum activation between T3 and T1 (Figure 4A). Differences in 
VGT activation for processing noun-verb semantic associations 
between time points T1 relative to both T2 and T3 (Figure 4B) 
largely overlaps with the activation pattern shown for base-
line (T1). Activation differences for T3 vs T2 in the left insula 
for VGT noun-verb semantic processing overlaps with the T3 
insula activation. The differences in VPAT activation for verbal 
encoding between time points T3 and T2 were in the temporal 
cortex, supplementary motor area (SMA), and visual/parietal 
regions, bilaterally; these activation differences were also pres-
ent for the bilateral visual/parietal regions when comparing 
T3 to T1 (Figure 4C). Regions showing significant differences 
between time points for each task are summarized in Table 3.

Correlations Between Changes in fMRI Activation and 
Language Performance

We performed Spearman correlation analyses to examine re-
lationships between T2 vs T1 change in language measures 
(VGT non-verb words, BNT, and WAB-R Apraxia Total) and T2 
vs T1 change in VGT fMRI activation related to speech produc-
tion/auditory processing in 2 brain regions (Figure 4, Table 3). 
There were no correlations that were greater than |0.50|.

We performed Spearman correlation analyses to examine rela-
tionships between T2 vs T1 change in language measures (VGT 
non-verb words, BNT, and WAB-R Apraxia Total) and T2 vs T1 
change in VGT fMRI activation related to processing noun-verb 
semantic associations in 11 brain regions (Figure 4, Table 3). 
There were 2 correlations greater than |0.50| (Figure 5A): 1) 
a negative correlation (rho=-0.611, p=0.108) between change 
in the number of non-verb words on the VGT and change in 
VGT activation related to noun-verb associations in the area 
extending between the right insula, anterior cingulate cor-
tex, and middle/superior frontal gyrus (N=8), and 2) a neg-
ative correlation (rho=-0.554, p=0.0497) between change in 
BNT and change in VGT activation related to noun-verb asso-
ciations in the right postcentral gyrus (N=13). However, nei-
ther was significant at p<0.0045 after Bonferroni correction 
for multiple comparisons.

We performed Spearman correlation analyses to examine rela-
tionships between T3 vs T2 change in the WAB-R AQ and T3 vs 
T2 change in VGT fMRI activation related to processing noun-
verb semantic associations in the left insula (Figure 4, Table 3). 
There were no correlations that were greater than |0.50|.

We also performed Spearman correlation analyses to exam-
ine relationships between T3 vs T2 change in the WAB-R AQ 
and T3 vs T2 change in VPAT fMRI activation related to verbal 
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Verb generation task: Speech production/auditiory processing
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Verb generation task: Processing noun-verb associations

Verbal paired associates task: Verbal encoding
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Figure 4.  Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) statistical maps showing changes in activation over time. Paired t-tests reveal 
differences in fMRI activation between the 3 visits for the verb generation and verbal paired associates tasks. Coordinates 
of peak activation differences and extent of brain regions are provided in Table 3. Comparisons of immediately post-
treatment relative to baseline (T2 vs T1) included 13 participants, while comparisons of 3-month follow-up relative to either 
immediately post-treatment (T3 vs T2) or to baseline (T3 vs T1) included 12 participants. The fMRI statistical maps are 
overlaid onto a standard anatomical brain image in Montreal Neurologic Institute space. For all axial slices, left in the image 
is left in the brain. (A) Regions showing differences in activation for speech production/auditory processing (“say verbs” vs 
“think verbs”) between T2 and T1 are shown in orange in the right angular gyrus and midbrain. There were also differences 
in activation between T3 and T1 in the right cerebellum (in blue). Clusters showing differences over time are significant at 
p<0.05, corrected (voxelwise p=0.05, cluster threshold of 2079 mm3). (B) T1 compared to both T2 and T3 showed differences 
in activation for processing noun-verb semantic associations (“say verbs” vs “repeat nouns”) as shown in blue in a number 
of regions including the cerebellum, as well as frontal, temporal, and parietal regions. The only activation difference for 
T3 relative to T2 is in the left insula (in blue). Activations are significant at p<0.05, corrected (voxelwise p=0.05, cluster 
threshold of 2079 mm3). (C) The differences in activation for verbal encoding at T3 relative to both T2 and T1 were in visual 
and parietal regions (in blue). Differences in activation between T3 and T2 also include bilateral temporal pole and midline 
frontal regions. Activations are significant at p<0.05, corrected (voxelwise p=0.05, cluster threshold of 1836 mm3).
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Brain regions
Peak MNI 

coordinates 
Peak

t-value
Cluster extent 

(mm3)

Verb Generation Task: Speech Production/Auditory Processing (“Say Verbs” vs “Think Verbs”)

T2>T1 R. AG ext. to R. IPL +43, -71, +46 5.15 3429

L./R. Pons -11, -26, -35 5.36 2403

T3<T1 R. Cerebellum +46, -59, -35 -4.25 3240

Verb Generation Task: Processing Noun-Verb Semantic Associations (“Say Verbs” vs “Repeat Nouns”)

T2<T1 R./L. Cerebellum +1, -56, -23 -5.39 14,580

Region ext. between R./L. MCG +22, -26, +31 -5.94 8154

Region ext. between R./L. SFG/SMA +25, -2, +43 -4.84 5913

Region ext. between R. Insula/ACC/MFG/SFG +25, +25, +4 -6.32 5157

R. LG +19, -77, -5 -3.90 3348

R. HC ext. to R. PHG, R. FG +31, -26, -11 -4.61 3321

R. Postcentral Gyrus +58, -11, +34 -3.85 3105

L. Calcarine Gyrus ext. to L. SOG -23, -62, +7 -5.44 2916

R. MTG +52, -62, +1 -4.13 2889

L. FG ext. to L. PHG, L. HC -29, -29, -23 -4.51 2538

R./L. Calcarine Gyrus +4, -86, -11 -4.53 2214

T3<T2 L. Insula -41, -2, -5 -3.86 2430

T3<T1 R. MTG ext. to R. STG, R. IPL, R. AG +49, -56, +13 -7.31 20,007

R. LG ext. to R. Calcarine Gyrus +16, -68, -8 -6.43 8478

R. Postcentral Gyrus +34, -32, +49 -5.74 5427

L. Cerebellum -38, -65, -29 -4.39 5049

R. Pallidum ext. to R. Thalamus, R. Putamen, R. Insula +26, -10, +4 -4.58 4806

R. Cerebellum ext. to L. Cerebellum +22, -56, -35 -4.77 4590

R. MCG +7, +22, +40 -4.39 4347

R. MFG +40, +28, +40 -5.56 4320

L. MFG ext. to L. IFG -48, +43, +22 -3.81 3186

L. Cerebellum ext. to L. ITG -38, -38, -35 -6.29 3159

R. IFG +55, +34, +13 -4.81 2997

R. Temporal Pole +55, +13, -17 -4.52 2214

R. MCG +1, -5, +43 -7.21 2214

Table 3.  Location and extent of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activation in Figure 4. Brain regions showing differences 
in fMRI activation patterns between time points (T1, T2, T3) for the verb generation and verbal paired associates tasks are 
identified. Peak Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) coordinates (x, y, z) and t-value for each brain region are provided.
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encoding in 5 brain regions (Figure 4, Table 3). There was one 
correlation greater than |0.50| in the bilateral supplemen-
tary motor area (N=12) and was significant at p<0.01 after 
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (rho=-0.790, 
p=0.0022; Figure 5B).

Finally, we performed Spearman correlation analyses to exam-
ine the relationships between T3 vs T1 change in the mini-
CAL and corresponding language-related activation changes 
on the fMRI tasks (Figure 4, Table 3). There were no correla-
tions greater than |0.50|.

Brain regions
Peak MNI 

coordinates 
Peak

t-value
Cluster extent 

(mm3)

Verbal Paired Associates Task: Verbal Encoding (“Generate” vs “Read”)

T3 < T2 L. Precuneus -14, -71, +31 -5.35 3402

R. FG ext. to R. PHG +25, +1, -41 -4.60 2889

R. SOG ext. to R. AG +28, -65, +26 -5.42 2835

L. ITG -35, -2, -44 -5.05 2538

L. SMA ext. to R. SMA -5, +16, +58 -5.93 2079

T3 < T1 R. SPL ext. to R. Precuneus +16, -68, +52 -4.43 2160

L. Precuneus ext. to L. SPL -11, -68, +34 -5.51 1863

Table 3 continued.  Location and extent of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activation in Figure 4. Brain regions showing 
differences in fMRI activation patterns between time points (T1, T2, T3) for the verb generation and verbal paired 
associates tasks are identified. Peak Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) coordinates (x, y, z) and t-value for each 
brain region are provided.

L. – left; R. – right; ext. – extending; AG – Angular Gyrus; IPL – Inferior Parietal Lobule; MCG – Middle Cingulate Gyrus; 
SFG – Superior Frontal Gyrus; SMA – Supplementary Motor Area; ACC – Anterior Cingulate Cortex; MFG – Middle Frontal Gyrus; 
PHG – Parahippocampal Gyrus; LG – Lingual Gyrus; HC – Hippocampus; SOG – Superior Occipital Gyrus; MTG – Middle Temporal 
Gyrus; FG – Fusiform Gyrus; STG – Superior Temporal Gyrus; SPL – Superior Parietal Lobule; IFG – inferior frontal gyrus; ITG – Inferior 
Temporal Gyrus.
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Figure 5.  Scatterplots showing relationships between changes in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activation and 
changes in language performance. We show Spearman correlations greater than |0.50|. (A) There were negative associations 
between T2 vs T1 fMRI activation changes in verb generation task (VGT) processing of noun-verb semantic associations 
and both corresponding change in the number of non-verb words produced on the VGT and change in Boston Naming Task 
(BNT) performance. ACC – anterior cingulate cortex; MFG – middle frontal gyrus; SFG – superior frontal gyrus. (B) There was 
a significant negative association between T3 vs T2 fMRI activation change in the supplementary motor area (SMA) during 
verbal paired associates task (VPAT) verbal encoding and the corresponding change in the aphasia quotient (AQ).
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Discussion

We investigated the effects of CIAT primed with iTBS on lan-
guage performance and brain activation patterns during overt 
language fMRI tasks in individuals with chronic post-stroke 
aphasia. While the improvements in naming ability (BNT) and 
of aphasia symptoms (WAB-R AQ) have been previously de-
scribed and discussed [3], the current study reports addition-
al findings in assessments and the overt language fMRI tasks 
and adds one more participant who was not previously de-
scribed. Namely, there was a significant improvement of the 
WAB-R Apraxia Total score (p=0.040) and in the number of non-
verb words produced for the VGT (p=0.028) from baseline to 
immediately post-treatment, as well as a delayed gain for the 
mini-CAL (p=0.001). Effect size was large (>0.80) for each of 
the measures showing significant change over time. We also 
showed that iTBS-primed CIAT resulted in brain changes in the 
overt language fMRI tasks. For the VGT, there was a decrease 
in semantic-related activation from baseline (T1) to both im-
mediately post-treatment (T2) and the 3-month follow-up (T3). 
For the VPAT, we observed a delayed shift in activation pat-
terns, evident in the differences between the 3-month follow-
up and the 2 earlier time points. Exploratory correlation analy-
ses gleaned some insight into brain and behavior relationships. 
There was a significant negative correlation between T2 vs T1 
activation change in the right postcentral gyrus for VGT pro-
cessing of noun-verb semantic associations and corresponding 
change in BNT performance (rho=-0.554, p=0.0497). There was 
also a significant negative correlation between T3 vs T2 acti-
vation change in the supplementary motor area for VPAT ver-
bal encoding and the corresponding change in AQ (rho=-0.790, 
p=0.0022). As these findings expand our understanding of lan-
guage functions that may be improved and corresponding brain 
changes induced by combined therapy of CIAT primed with iTBS 
in chronic post-stroke aphasia, they warrant further discussion.

There were no significant changes in the standard behavioral 
measures of performance on the VGT (ie, number of correct 
trials for either the “say verbs” or “repeat nouns” conditions). 
This is likely due to the large variability in performance in our 
small sample coupled with missing behavioral data, which fur-
ther reduced the sample size for the analysis of task perfor-
mance. It is also possible for the task performance itself not 
to be an accurate measure of language improvement, giv-
en the significant improvements observed on neuropsycho-
logical assessments (eg, BNT, WAB-R AQ and WAB-R Apraxia 
Total). However, we did observe a significant increase in the 
total number of non-verb words produced during the “say 
verbs” condition (Table 2). This result is consistent with pre-
vious CIAT studies in patients with post-stroke aphasia show-
ing language improvement with regards to an increase in the 
number of words and utterances for a story task [15] and in 
the counted words and correct information units per utterance 

during CIAT [47]. A small non-randomized controlled trial of 
constraint-induced language therapy (N=4) vs a comparison 
therapy called “Promoting aphasic communicative effective-
ness” (N=5) observed some increases in the number of utter-
ances in both therapy groups, but could not clearly show a 
pattern at the 1-month post-treatment follow-up due to an in-
complete sample [48]. Thus, it was unclear if this gain can be 
retained past the immediate time period following treatment, 
and our study shows that 3 months after treatment comple-
tion there is a return to baseline performance. This indicates 
that while language improvements in response to CIAT primed 
with iTBS are possible, they may not be sustained. Additional 
“booster” interventions may be needed similar to the “trans-
fer package” utilized in some of the motor recovery trials [49].

We also observed significant improvements in the BNT and 
in the Apraxia Total score immediately following CIAT primed 
with iTBS, although there was some decline 3-months post-
treatment (Table 2). The majority of our patients had anomic 
aphasia (8 of 13), which is likely to account for the marked im-
provement in BNT performance, since word-finding is typically 
their biggest impairment, and that is also where there is the 
most potential for gain. It should be noted, however, that all 
but 3 participants (1 anomic, 1 global, and 1 Broca’s aphasia) 
showed improved BNT scores from T1 to T2, which suggests 
that CIAT primed with iTBS may help improve naming abilities 
for all types of aphasia. With respect to apraxia of speech, the 
intensive verbal practice during CIAT may have contributed to 
such improvement. While those with anomic aphasia are typi-
cally unlikely to have severe apraxia of speech, 3 of the 8 with 
anomic aphasia showed increased Apraxia Total score from 
T1 to T2 (range of 1-6-point increase) and all others with dif-
ferent types of aphasia (Wernicke’s, Broca’s, global, and con-
duction aphasia) showed increased Apraxia Total score from 
T1 to T2 (range of 2–12-point increase). These results sug-
gest that while those with all types of aphasia may benefit 
from CIAT primed with iTBS with regards to apraxia of speech 
symptoms, types other than anomic aphasia may experience 
greater benefit. Interestingly, a non-randomized controlled 
trial of constraint-induced language therapy vs a comparison 
therapy did not find within group improvements in apraxia 
of speech [48], suggesting that the improvement observed in 
our study may be due to either iTBS, combined treatment, or 
participant differences. Apraxia of speech occurs in about 1/3 
of patients that suffer a left hemisphere stroke [50]. Similar 
to aphasia, apraxia of speech has been shown to negatively 
affect activities of daily living as well as be a predictor of in-
creased dependency after stroke [51]. Together, the observed 
improvements of aphasia and apraxia of speech symptoms 
likely facilitated the corresponding, albeit delayed, improve-
ment in the subject’s perception of their own everyday com-
municative ability, which was significantly better at 3-months 
post-treatment compared to baseline.
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The fMRI tasks utilized in this study are unique in that ver-
bal responses can be recorded during the MRI scan by using a 
method of sparse-sampling acquisition [38]. For the VGT, this 
method allows for comparison of the “say verbs” vs “think 
verbs” conditions to isolate activation related to speech pro-
duction and auditory processing when generating verbs in an 
overt vs covert manner (Figure 3B). While the expected ac-
tivation pattern would include the canonical language areas 
of lateral and inferior frontal regions including insula and of 
temporo-parietal regions [52], as well as activation of the cer-
ebellum and motor cortex during speech, we only observed 
the posterior visual cortex at baseline corresponding to a re-
gion previously shown to be activated during this task in both 
healthy and post-stroke individuals [53]. Overall, we observed 
low activation related to speech production/auditory process-
ing at all 3 time points. While the subjects were instructed to 
not speak during the “think verbs” condition, it is possible that 
subjects were also verbalizing during this condition as they 
engaged in the semantic process of thinking of verbs related 
to the noun. The behavioral data revealed that while subjects 
were not correctly generating verbs aloud, they were gener-
ating non-verb words during “say verbs”; the case could be 
the same during “think verbs” (not investigated), thus possi-
bly decreasing the expected effects. Direct comparison of time 
points (Figure 4A, Table 3) revealed right angular gyrus and 
midbrain activation differences at T2 relative to T1, as well as 
decreased cerebellum activation between T3 and T1, possibly 
reflecting the changes in speech production.

The VGT also allows for isolating activation related to pro-
cessing noun-verb semantic associations (eg, associating a 
verb to the presented noun vs repeating the noun; Figure 3C). 
Behavior can be tracked in both conditions, and the pattern 
of activation observed at baseline corresponds to the wide-
spread fronto-temporo-parietal involvement previously shown 
in healthy controls and includes the left frontal and temporal 
activation previously shown in post-stroke individuals [53]. 
However, there were minimal differences in activation when 
processing noun-verb associations at T2 and T3. Direct com-
parison of time points (Figure 4B, Table 3) revealed that T2-
T1 and T3-T1 differences overlapped largely with the baseline 
(T1) pattern of activations (Figure 3C). Interestingly, the CIAT 
primed with iTBS treatment resulted in a significant increase 
in the total number of words verbalized while the number of 
correct trials for both “say verbs” and “repeat nouns” remained 
consistent. Thus, the decreased activation at T2 and T3 rela-
tive to T1 suggests decreased recruitment of brain regions to 
perform similarly on the task, while still having an increase in 
the number of words produced. Such changes point toward 
increased efficiency in semantic processing with CIAT primed 
with iTBS treatment. The negative correlation in our study be-
tween T1 to T2 change in the number of words verbalized and 
change in fMRI activation for VGT in the right frontal cortex 

(rho=-0.611, p=0.108) further supports this notion (Figure 5A). 
We found a similar negative correlation between change in 
BNT performance and change in fMRI activation for VGT in the 
right postcentral gyrus (r=-0.554, p=0.0497). Unlike the pre-
vious report in our study patients illustrating more of a shift 
in the patterns of language fMRI activation [3], results of the 
overt language tasks exhibiting a pattern of diminished acti-
vation over time have not been observed in previous studies 
of iTBS in the treatment of post-stroke aphasia. However, our 
findings are consistent with other studies showing associa-
tion between fMRI activation decreases with language thera-
py gains, particularly with naming, which have been attribut-
ed to higher processing efficiency [3,54,55]. Our findings are 
also consistent with a previous study suggesting that iTBS-
induced decrease in motor cortex fMRI activity during a task 
where the subject presses a button upon presentation of a vi-
sual cue may reflect increased efficiency in the transmission 
of neural signals [56]. This idea of increased neural efficien-
cy with iTBS and whether language therapy primed with iTBS 
may induce a greater effect than language therapy alone re-
quires further investigation with a larger sample and use of 
appropriate control groups.

The VPAT activation patterns for verbal encoding were similar 
for T1 and T2 (Figure 3D), showing increased posterior midline 
and parietal activation that included regions previously shown 
to be involved during this task in healthy controls [40,41]. The 
CIAT primed with iTBS treatment did not induce any signifi-
cant immediate changes (T2 vs T1) in task-related activation 
on the VPAT. Similar to the VGT, the lack of significant chang-
es in task performance is likely due to the large variability in 
performance in addition to missing behavioral data. There 
were significant changes in VPAT activation at 3 months post-
treatment compared to the earlier visits (Figure 4C, Table 3). 
The delay in significant VPAT activation changes paralleled the 
delayed improvement in the WAB-R AQ. Interestingly, we ob-
served a significant negative correlation (rho=-0.790, p=0.0022) 
between the change in the AQ from T2 to T3 and the corre-
sponding change in VPAT fMRI activation in the bilateral sup-
plementary area (Figure 5B). The supplementary motor area 
plays a role in not only speech motor control, but also serves 
to control functions during language processing [57], and the 
negative correlation may reflect more efficient processing with 
language production. Given that our previous report in these 
patients also showed a significant negative correlation be-
tween change in the AQ from T2 to T3 and change in left in-
ferior parietal lobule activation during semantic decision mak-
ing [3], our findings suggest that CIAT primed with iTBS may 
induce slower changes in particular neural substrates that are 
associated with delayed treatment gains.

There are limitations to this study that need to be considered. 
One limitation is the relatively small number of subjects that 
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were able to undergo treatment and return for multiple vis-
its. There was also missing data, specifically for the fMRI voice 
recordings and post-scan memory test, and the mini-CAL (in-
dicated in Table 2). These factors may have limited our abili-
ty to detect treatment effects and other significant brain-be-
havior relationships particularly since exploratory analyses 
did show associations with medium effect sizes. It should be 
noted, however, that all participants completed all language 
assessments at baseline and T3, with only 1 participant at 
T2 that did not complete the mini-CAL and 2 participants at 
T2 that did not complete the post-scan memory test. Further, 
without the presence of a sham control group, we cannot rule 
out the possibility that the observed treatment effects are 
due to spontaneous recovery. However, it is unlikely that the 
extent of improvements we showed in multiple domains oc-
curred spontaneously given that all subjects were more than 
1 year after stroke. The lack of comparison groups also does 
not allow us to differentiate whether iTBS alone or CIAT alone 
would induce similar gains. A previous randomized controlled 
trial of CIAT for post-stroke aphasia did show improved nam-
ing performance over time and no change in perceived com-
municative ability [58], suggesting that effects we observed 
on naming ability may not be specific to CIAT primed with 
iTBS. However, the observed improvements in other measures 
have yet to be investigated in a randomized controlled trial. 
Therefore, it is promising that we showed improvements not 
only in naming ability with CIAT primed with iTBS, but also in 
aphasia and apraxia of speech symptoms, the number of ut-
terances produced, and in the subject’s perception of their ev-
eryday communicative ability.

Conclusions

Aphasia improvements coupled with fMRI activation changes 
over time provide support for treatment-induced neuroplasti-
city with CIAT primed with iTBS and the possibility of increased 
neural efficiency. However, a larger randomized sham-con-
trolled study is warranted to confirm our findings and further 
our understanding of how iTBS can potentiate beneficial ef-
fects of language therapy in post-stroke aphasia.
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